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Abstract: Linear motor (LM) based shuttle cars will play an important role in the future transportation systems of marine terminals to cope with increasing container flows. These systems are known as agile port terminals because of their significant advantages. However, routing for multiple shuttle cars is still an open issue. We present a network model of a container yard and propose constrained dynamic programming (DP) for its routing strategy with collision avoidance. The algorithm is a modified version of typical DP which is used to find an optimal path for a single traveler. We evaluate the new algorithm through simulation results for three shuttle cars in a mesh-type container yard.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The progressive increase of container flows in marine terminals requires efficient conveyance systems, such as unmanned container trailers, automation guided vehicles (AGVs), and LM based shuttle cars [1]. The latter is the focus of much research on future transfer systems in marine applications because of its low maintenance cost and high reliability. However, its unique characteristics require highly complex routing with collision and deadlock avoidance for multiple shuttle cars.

Research for routing unmanned vehicles has provided interesting problems for engineering fields such as robotics, manufacturing, and port systems. In [2], the authors determined the shortest tour of a single free-ranging AGV, which is an incidence of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem, with a neural network approach. The authors in [3] proposed a control strategy to guarantee no collision between unmanned vehicles at the junction points. In [4], a routing algorithm for multi-mobile robots in transportation was explored with a modification of the “ant” optimization [5], which is based on a colony of cooperating agents. Norman [6] suggested a recursive search algorithm to repeatedly evaluate each feasible route when a vehicle encounters a workstation. The authors in [7] presented a methodology for solving the simultaneous dispatching and conflict-free routing of AGVs in manufacturing systems. More recently, Petri-net based modeling was proposed to handle conflict and deadlock in AGV systems [8,9].

Most of the research in this area has to date focused on AGV systems and has not provided solutions for LM based shuttle cars. Because the two systems have significant mechanical differences, it is not possible to use AGV research to solve problems associated with LM based shuttle cars. Thus, an innovative routing approach is required to operate LM systems with conflict and deadlock avoidance. We present a simple network model for multiple LM based shuttle cars. We also propose a novel scheme for their routing using constrained dynamic programming (DP), which is an extended version of typical DP [10]. We first obtain the optimal path for multiple cars, then check expected collisions, and finally select a suboptimal path for cars with low priority. We allow cars to stop in their paths since LM increases power for reactivation. Although currently few container terminals use LM, their use is expected to grow in the future because of their known advantages. Automatic container terminals using LM are known as Agile ports [11], and can be designed to handle 2,482,000 TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit containers) per year and serve one ship every 24 hours.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we present a network model for a container terminal with multiple shuttle cars. In Section 3, we propose our DP routing algorithm. Simulation and discussion are respectively provided in Sections 4 and 5.
2. MODELING OF CONTAINER YARD

LM based shuttle cars move along a monorail in the container terminal to convey container boxes among several workstations. We model the container yard in [11] for the cars with a mesh network topology (see Fig. 1). This model does not include gates through which containers flow, ships traffic in and out of the yard, and buffers for gates and trains. We modify the terminal model only to represent paths and workstations for shuttle cars. In Fig. 1, nodes $n_{ij}, i=1,\ldots,M, j=1,\ldots,N,$ indicate workstations where a crane loads or unloads container boxes to shuttle cars. Links between two nodes represent a feasible path for a shuttle car. Each link has weights $w_{ij} > 0, w_{1j} > 0, w_{ij}$ which represent the expected transit time between two nodes for a shuttle car. These weights are regarded as costs in our routing problem. For simplicity, we ignore service time at the workstations and other costs associated with transit between workstations.

3. CONSTRAINED DP ALGORITHM FOR ROUTING OF SHUTTLE CARS

Routing of the shuttle cars in Fig. 1 involves finding the shortest path given a starting node $s \in n_{ij}$ and a destination node $d \in n_{ij}$ where $s \neq d$. For a single shuttle car in the network of Fig. 1, the solution is easily obtained using a typical DP algorithm. However, routing for multiple cars raises the possibility of collision. This is simply defined as two or more cars simultaneously occupying the same segment or workstation within the same time interval. For instance, consider states $c_1$ at time $t_1$ and $c_2$ at $t_2$ of two shuttle cars with mathematical expressions as

$$c_1(n_1,w_1,v_1,t_1), \ c_2(n_2,w_2,v_2,t_2),$$

where $n_1, n_2 \in n_{ij}, i=1,\ldots,M, j=1,\ldots,N, w_1, w_2 \in w_{ij}, i=1,\ldots,M, j=1,\ldots,N-1$ and $v_1, v_2 \in v_{ij}, i=1,\ldots,M-1, j=1,\ldots,N$. For this case, we mathematically define its possible collision with three conditions as follows: 1) $n_1 = n_2$ at $t_1 = t_2$, 2) $w_1 = w_2$ at $t_1 = t_2$ and 3) $v_1 = v_2$ at $t_1 = t_2$. If placed in one of these conditions, we infer that the cars are possibly conflicted. Thus, conflict-free routing is possible by selecting a suboptimal path for cars with lower priority to avoid collision.

We propose a constrained DP algorithm for routing of multiple shuttle cars with collision avoidance. First, we determine optimal paths for all shuttle cars using DP. For a network with starting nodes, $s_1=2, s_2=20, s_3=17$ and destinations $d_1=20, d_2=6, d_3=5$. We apply a typical DP algorithm for this simulation scenario to obtain the distinct shortest paths for each car given in Table 1. The time history of the solution is illustrated.

![Fig. 1. Modeling of container yard.](image)

![Fig. 2. Flowchart of a constrained DP algorithm.](image)
in Fig. 4. This picture shows two conflicts: car II and car III are both in node 14 at 4 min, and car I and car III are in node 10 at 6 min. If we constrain these nodes and rerun the DP algorithm to obtain a suboptimal solution for path 3, then the path of Car III is given in Table 2. From this result, travel time for car III is increased by 2 minutes, while the two other paths are unchanged (see Fig. 5).

5. CONCLUSION

We present a network model for LM based multiple cars in marine terminals and propose a novel algorithm for their collision free routing. A DP algorithm is iteratively run until we obtain suboptimal paths that eliminate the collision associated with the optimal DP solution. We demonstrate the results using simple simulation scenarios which have several operational constraints.

Future work will include modeling and optimal routing for a more complex port system represented by a more complex network topology. We will also apply queuing theory and consider the effect of service time on the model.
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